Portland Timbers/Portland Thorns
Lesson Plan Form
Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Team/Age:

U12s

Session 4: Possession

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Activity 1

GATE PASSING:
Set up numerous small goal
with cones about 1-2 yards
apart. Kids partner up and
have one ball between
them. They dribble around
and then pass to their
partner through a gate.
Then dribble and pass into
another gate

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 2

3v1 WITH 5 PLAYERS
Play 3 v1 within a grid.
When the ball is kicked out
by the defender that gets
the ball and the waiting
player passes a ball into the
3 offensive players and
then proceeds to try and
win it from them.

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

5v2 KEEP AWAY
5 players around 2
defenders. Players pass the
ball until a defender
touches or controls ball.
Then the defender and last
person to touch the ball
switch.

Click to insert session diagram

Objectives
-Technique while moving (Just this
light running will be a challenge to
keep technique correct)
-Preparing ball for pass
-Make sure your partner can receive
the pass

-Non-kicking foot is key in this
activity
-Keeping the ball on the ground
makes it easier to receive
-Proper pace to get through the
gate

Progression:
-See how many they can get in 30
seconds
-Only inside foot, only outside, only
left, etc...

Discover Question:
-What did you have to do after
making a pass? After receiving a
pass?
-What were the easiest balls to
control?

-Movement
-Over lap and crossing runs
-Turning
-Use of space

-Create triangles for best options.
-Don't stop the ball dead, let it run
-Take a dribble to open space
-Check in check out

Progression
-Limit touches

Discovery Question:
-Why is it good to move away from
the ball sometimes?
-What can you do to help a
teammate get open?

-Using best option
-Proper passing pace and location
-Quick pass vs hold and pass

-There is always 3 options (left,
right, middle) use the best option
-Keep the ball in front of you
-Hold the ball if there is no pressure
-Keep on your toes
-Keep passes on the ground and
proper pace

Progression
-Outside players have 2 touch
-Outside players get a point for
spitting defenders

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

9v9 w/ a goalkeeper

Click to insert session diagram
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Print Form

Key Coaching Points

Email Form

Discover Questions:
-What fakes or faints worked?
-When could you split the
defenders? Why is this good?

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Have kids choose a key coaching
point to work on. During the
session ask them what they
choose.
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